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A simplified method is proposed to discuss a completely random dilute Heisenberg 

ferromagnet with isotropic nearest neighbor exchange. A formulation is given in the context 

of Takagi's cluster variation method in alliance with the Green's function method 

S 1. Introduction 

Phase transition of a dilute Heisenberg ferromagnet reveals certain oddities unlike 

the dense case. The most striking one lies in the relation between the transition tem-

perature T* and the magnetic ion concentration x. As dilution is advanced with 

magnetic rons replaced with nonmagnetic ions, the transition temperature T. goes 

down monotonically as a function ofthe dilution. And ultimately there arises a certain 

nonzero critical concentration x. of magnetic ions below which the transition tempera-

ture vanishes or the long range order does not occur. 

This intrinsic peculiarity has been attracting the interest of theoretical physicist 

Three sorts of fairly typical methods are identified so far to evaluate x*, including the 

classical spin case ; the further improvements on the conventional lines of Weiss' mean 

field approximation (or the cluster theories), I )~5 ) the direct expansions in the concentra-

tion (or temperature)6)~9) and the applications of Green's function.10)-13) Their 

estimates for x. seem to lie rather'close both in the classical spin case and in the Heisen-

berg spin case. It will do for the present to note that Tahir-Kheli's resultl3) obtained 

recently by his dynamical magnon scattering theory is 0.33(sc), 0.25 (bcc) and 0.17 

(:fcc) for each regular cubic lattice. 

However those theories never seem to be well established. In this work we 

present somewhat different approach. In S 2, adopting Takagi's variation methodl4), 

l 5 ) we work out a form of the reduced Hamiltonian which is linked to the Green's 

function method. In S 3, the Green's function method is introduced to take the neces-

sary formulation for the transition temperature and the spin pair correlation 
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S 2. Reduced Hamiltonian 

We consider a system of N equivalent Heisenberg magnetic ions randomly dis-

tributed on L Iattice sites (N 

LL , L ~~ = - ~i

where ti is the occupation parameter which takes unity or zero according as the site i 

is occupied by a magnetic ion or not, satisfying the relation 

L
 

~ ti=N=Lx. (2) i= 1 

The partition function is defined as 

Z= T. T, e~P~ (3) {ti} {*=} 

where fi-1 stands for kBT and each trace is taken over all possible configurations for 

site sets {ti} or spin sets {si} . We somewhat drastically assume that each trace is to be 

taken quite independently on its own. In addition to this, the subsequent assumption 

of the nearest neighbor approximation 

J (1 J nearest nerghbor) 

(otherwise) . 

enables us to take the following substitution and denotement, 

ti -> ~i = x, (5,a) 
titi+6~>t*t*+6 c~~ltl+6 oex (5,b) 

sZ -> s~ = a, (5,c) 
si ' st +~ ~>$i ' si+8 = X1' (5,d) 

where o( is one variational parameter for the nearest neighbors. Then we have 

Z= ~ ~ exp IPJ ~ titi+6si ' si+~ + pyH~tis~ 
{ti} {si} 

~; ~ ~ exp ILp I Jzlocx2X1 +yHxa , (6) 
{ti} {*i} 2 

where zl is the number of the nearest neighbors. Consequently the summand of 
Eq. (6) is found to be independent of the sets {ti} and {si} . 
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Now let us denote the sununations ~ I and ~ I by gt(cc) and gs respectrvely 
{si} {ti} 

and Helmholz free energy of this system will be given in the form 

_ 1 In Z p }~ { X1+yHxa . (7) =- { 9s L ~ Jzlocx 1
 In gt(cc) +1n 

F-~ p 
Apparently gt(oc) means the total number of possible site configurations of N magnetic 

ions on L Iattice sites. Therefore the version of Takagi's conbinatory methodl4)'15) 

into the present case leads to 

N!(L-N)! Zl-1 9t (oc) ~; (z IL / 2) ! (8) !( . ) ' Naa !Nah !Nha !Nhh L ' 

where, the label, a h say, indicating magnetic-nonmagnetic lon parr, 

_z L z N Naa~ ~ titi.+3 z L ocx (9,a) .2= I oex2 
7_x ' 

z L 2 ZIN Nah Nha z Lt(1 ti+~)= ~ (x-ocx ) (9,b) (x -ocx2) , 
= '-x 

Nhh '2 = ~-1x (1-2x+ccx ) (9 c) (1 t)(1 tl+~)= 12 (1-'_x+ccx ) 
-,~ -

which satisfies 

z N zl(L-N) Naa+Nah= ~ , Nha+Nhh= 2 ' (10,a) 

Naa + Nah + Nha + Nhh = ZIL (10,b) 
2' 

From Eqs. (7)-(10), it follows that 

f=pF I zl-1 {xlnx+(1 x) In(1 x)} = N In g ~N ~ s x 
z
 + 2~ {ocx2 In cxx2 +2(x -ocx2) In (x -ocx2) 

1
 +(1 2x+0c~c ) In(1 'x+0cx )}- 2 PJziocxX PyHor (11) 

We see that the parameter cc is determined by the solution of the equation 

( af z x ocx2(1-2x+0cx2) _ I pJZIXXI O (12) )
 

= 1 In 
aoc (x - ocx~) 2 T,N,L 

Re-forming Eq. (12) we find 
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oc= ~'(1 - c 1) (13) 1 - 2xcl +VI - 4x(1 - x)c 1 

where 

cl = I - exp (PJX1) ' (14) 
Now that titj or oc has been given as a function of X1 by Eq. (13), the Hamiltonian (1) 

may be reduced to 

NN N 
~* = 

 t = - ~i

= - ~i 

where 

2 = f (ne~rest neighbor approx.), fij = titjJij = ocx J (16) 
h = yH~i = yHx. ( 1 7) 

S 3. Greem's Functiom of the Spin System 

The application of Green's function method to the reduced Hamiltoman (15) m 

turn will allow us to represent the quantity X1 and T. as functions of oc. Following 

Tyabricov,1 6 ) we introduce the double tim~ Green's function 

Gl~(t) = 
> = - iO(t) 
 . (18) For the present, we content ourselves with the crudest approximation (RPA), 

> ~: 
 
> aGl+p~(t) (19,a) > c:: 
 
> aGl'~(t) (19,b) Then we have the equation of motion 

. dGl~(:t) _ ~a6(t)~1~ /a~[Gl~(t) G (20) l+p, ~(t)] +hGl'~(t) . 
l dt ~~ 

The Fourier transform of Eq. (19) yields 

Gk(co)= a I (21) lr co-8k' 

ek = h + f azl(1 - Vk) , (-?2) 
where 
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Gl~(co) = ~ ~Gk(co)eik'(1-~) (.23) 

yk- zl ~6 e~k'a . (24) 
Meanwhile, from the spectrum theorem, a spin pair correlation 

 is derived generally as follows 

2cr eik ' (1 -~)-i** t 

 = N ~ eP'k - I ' (25) 

For the temperature region T~ T. and vanishingly small magnetic field (h ~: O), assummg 

reasonably 

~. . _ I 
(isotropic) , (26) > 

cr ~~ O , (-77) 
we obtain 

eik'a 
 = ~ X1= 2 N k eP'k-1 

3a e'k'c e'k'a (28) 
3
 = ~ = ~fz (1 yk)+fzl , ~ P8k pN k Nk 

Xll 

where 

Xl/= fzICT (_29) h ' 
It is recast in the form 

_ 3kBT (h ~:O, T>~ T.) (30) X1 - W1 (l/) f z 1 

fzl Wi(1) (h=0, X//=+00) 

where 

W1(/1) = ~ ~ /leik'a (32) 
k ,-yk 

Xll 
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Again from Eq. (25), we get 

1
 

7a 

 = ~ ~ (34) N k ep**-1 

s(s+1) 
 
~; 3 s(s+1) (T (35) and hence 

s(s+1) L I pek 3(T ~ N '~k coth 2 ' (36) 
In close analogy of Eq. (31), finally we corne up to the formula for the tempera-

ture, that is, 

kBT = 2zls(.s+ 1) W(,1) (T~: T*, h~:O) , (37) 

where 

W(/1)= ~ ~ /t-y (38) k lk 

Particularly in the limit X~//1 _O, we get 

f ' 3 kBT. ~ 2zls(s+1) W(1) (h O) (39) 

W(1) is the so-called Watson integral which has the value 

W(1) = I .51638 (sc) ; , I :39_~20 (bcc) ; I .34466 ( fcc) . (40) 

S 4. Short Sumlnary 

Three simultaneous Eqs. (13), (31) and (39) derived_aboye offe_r the relation between 

th~-- boncentration x and"th~"britical 'temperature T.: Thus 'we 'have established a self 

consistent formulation within the present scheme. Incid~ntally, on scrutiny in detail, 

we -mention that room is _yet lef-t _fl._or further imprQvp*_m~nt. _The assumption imposed 
td compute the partition iunction~~(~) seems a bit ~tbo~ dr~stic.~to be in very decent con-

sideration of the connectivity between randomly diluted magnetic ions. It causes the 

reduced exchange integral / to be linearly proportioned to x near zero critical tem-

perature, which is, we regret to say, responsible for MFA-like behaviour of our present 

formulation in the limit Tc~>0. ~- ' 

Such being the case, research for more decent treatment is currently under way 

ahd the numerical calculation will be published in due course 
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